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The capability to design quality software and implement modern information systems is at the core of economic growth in the 21st century. Nevertheless, exploiting this potential is only possible when adequate human resources are available and when modern software engineering methods and tools are used.

The recent years have witnessed rapid evolution of software engineering methodologies, including the creation of new platforms and tools which aim to shorten the software design process, raise its quality and cut down its costs. This evolution is made possible through ever-increasing knowledge of software design strategies as well as through improvements in system design and code testing procedures. At the same time, the need for broad access to high-performance and high-throughput computing resources necessitates the creation of large-scale, interactive information systems, capable of processing millions of transactions per seconds. These systems, in turn, call for new, innovative distributed software design and implementation technologies.
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Understanding Operating SystemsCourse Technology PTR, 2010


	This book explains a very technical subject in a not-so-technical manner, putting the

	concepts of operating systems into a format that students can quickly grasp.




	For those new to the subject, this text demonstrates what operating systems are, what

	they do, how they do it, how their performance can be evaluated, and...
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Microsoft Office Outlook 2003 Step by StepMicrosoft Press, 2003
Master the fundamentals of Microsoft Office Outlook  2003. Includes easy-to-follow lessons and practice exercises to learn exactly  the tools and techniques you need.

Experience learning made easy—and quickly teach yourself how to manage your  e-mail and personal information using Outlook 2003. With Step...
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Beginning Oracle SQL: for Oracle Database 12cApress, 2014

	Beginning Oracle SQL is your introduction to the interactive query tools and specific dialect of SQL used with Oracle Database. These tools include SQL*Plus and SQL Developer. SQL*Plus is the one tool any Oracle developer or database administrator can always count on, and it is widely used in creating scripts to automate routine...
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Neutrino Oscillations: Present Status and Future PlansWorld Scientific Publishing, 2008
This book reviews the status of a very exciting field -- neutrino oscillations -- at a very important time. The fact that neutrinos have mass has only been proved in the last few years and the acceptance of that fact has opened up a whole new area of study to understand the fundamental parameters of the mixing matrix.
  The book summarizes the...
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Science of Everyday Things: Real Life Chemistry, Volume 1Gale, 2001

	Welcome to Science of Everyday Things. Our aim is to explain how scientific phenomena can be understood by observing common, real-world events. From luminescence to echolocation to buoyancy, the series will illustrate the chief principles that underlay these phenomena and explore their application in everyday life. To encourage...
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The Droid Pocket Guide (2nd Edition) (Peachpit Pocket Guide)Peachpit Press, 2011

	Here is your essential companion to the Android-powered Droid smartphone. The Droid Pocket Guide, Second Edition, steers you through how to:

	
		Set up and quickly start using your Droid smartphone.
	
		Make and receive calls and text messages.
	
		Send email and synchronize your mail with your Gmail...
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